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used these commands: > git clone > cd vs_code_python > python -m venv venv >. venv/Scripts/activate > pip install -r
requirements.txt That was all OK. But when I now run python from this terminal: > python I get this error: Traceback (most

recent call last): File "D:\VS_Code\vs_code_python\venv\Scripts\python.exe", line 3, in sys.exit(main()) File
"D:\VS_Code\vs_code_python\venv\Scripts\python.exe", line 2, in import sys File "D:\VS_Code\vs_code_python\venv\lib\site-

packages\site.py", line 85, in from email.mime.text import MIMEText File "D:\VS_Code\vs_code_python\venv\lib\site-
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1792.pdfHelena Brouwer Helena
Maria Maria Brouwer (28 March
1843 – 20 October 1928) was a

German-born Dutch-language poet,
writer, editor and literary historian.
Her work was part of the Imagist

movement. She was a member of the
"Binnenlands Genootschap"

("Domestic Society") and a friend of
Mina Loy and Isadora Duncan. Life

and work Brouwer was born in
Cologne in 1843. Her mother was a

German from a Dutch household, and
her father was a Dutchman who had
moved to Germany. She studied first
at the convent in Cologne and then at
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the Konstakademie in Cologne. From
1859 to 1863 she was living in Italy

with her sister Anastasie. In 1868, she
was awarded a pension by the

German Emperor, who was impressed
by her poetry. She moved to the

Netherlands, where she lived for most
of the rest of her life. In 1901, she

became a member of the
"Binnenlands Genootschap"
("Domestic Society"). Helena

Brouwer's main area of interest was
the history of literature, for which she
also wrote literary biographies, and
she had been working on the history
of the Dutch language since 1909.

Her most significant contribution was
in the realm of Dutch literature and

particularly the literary movement of
the 1890s known as the "Kring van
vertrouwen", or "Ring of Trust". In
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1892, Brouwer published her book
"De poëzie van de kring van

vertrouwen: een met lezende hand
gekenkte historie" ("The poetry of the
Ring of Trust: a retrospective with a

living hand") which was a compilation
of the letters and diaries of her

friends. In 1910, the first volume of
her two-volume work "De

Nederlandsche, hollandsche en
Belgische letterkunde van 1500 tot
1630" ("Dutch, Belgian and Flemish
Literature from 1500 to 1630") was

published, and in 1914, she published
her last work, the three volume "De

grootste mannen, de grootste
gedichten en overleveringen van de
Nederlandse literatuur, de grotere

bekenteniss 6d1f23a050
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